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Detroit jewish news archives

The archive is made possible through the University of Michigan Library, Bentley Historical Library and Detroit Jewish News, with the generous support of the Detroit Jewish News Foundation. The library also wants to honor the William Davidson Foundation's William Davidson Digital Archive of Jewish Detroit History
Fund for its ongoing donor support. Read more About Detroit Jewish News Foundation Page 2 Select a decade, year, month, or day to view issues Back to top Select a decade, year, month, or day to view issues Back to top Enter your search term - name or phrase - in the Search all in quotation marks box. Both the
Jewish News and the Jewish Chronicle will be searched. Search results contain a list of publication pages that contain the search term. To view both Jewish messages and the Jewish Chronicle, use the Browse button in the upper-right corner of the page. Click the image from the list, and the page that contains the
search term appears. Search terms will be highlighted on the page. You can narrow your search by clicking the decade on the left. At the top of the page and on the right, you'll find download instructions and other options. New feature! Now you can click page by page for the whole problem. Enter the Archives presents
serial archive auctions for Detroit Jewish News (also known as JN) is a Jewish periodical published in the Detroit area. (There's a Wikipedia article about this show.) The history of the Detroit Jewish News was founded in Detroit in 1942 as The Jewish News. After the publication ended in 1951, it absorbed the Detroit
Jewish Chronicle. No active issues or donations were found to renew the copyright for this series. (More details) It added Detroit to its title in the late 1990s. It is an accession to this day. Persistent Archives of Complete Issues 1942-recent: Detroit Jewish News archive has most issues of this newspaper, along with issues
of the Detroit Jewish Chronicle (an earlier Jewish publication), Official Site / Current Material Related Resources This is a record of a major serial archive. This page is supported for the Online Books page. (See our criteria for displaying a list of merge archives.) This page is not associated with the show or its publisher.
Help reading books -- Report a bad link -- Suggest a new home list -- Search -- New Listings -- Authors -- Titles -- Topics -- Serials Books -- News -- Features -- Archive -- The Inside Story Edited by John Mark Ockerbloom (onlinebooks@pobox.upenn.edu)COPYRIGHT and OBP licenses. Learn how biblical stories
shaped the Jewish worldview. Chabad from Bloomfield Hills offers a six-week course with the Rohr Jewish Learning Institute (JLI), entitled ... Joe Biden If elected, we will strongly condemn anti-Semitism Joe Biden writes. (JTA) - Two years ago, a gunman entered ... The collection, so far with 23 paintings and three others
at the framing stage, combines with caricatures of winners even after years... The nonprofit will celebrate the seventh annual Thanksgiving food distribution of 1,000 meal kits to families who have children saved in Head Start... In a week's time, the Jews will vote according to their values; the question is whether these
values will come from Judaism or progressivism. An... The Stanford test was approved by the FDA on March 4. Growing up in Farmington Hills, Benjamin Pinsky, PH, Ph.D., professor of pathology and medicine at... This time Sacha Baron Cohen is upfront about his intentions. One of the most famous scenes in the career
of Borat Sagdiev, a fictional... The Senate confirmed Barrett in an almost entirely partisan line of 52-48 votes. WASHINGTON (JTA) - A few hours after it was confirmed in a narrow party vote in... How can you thank someone? he asks. Andy Langwald needed a kidney donor when he found an unexpected match on...
The aim of the Centre is to keep both open through the winter and staff will keep an eye on covid spikes. After his health is closed... The joint statement says that Israel and Sudan will end the state of belligerence between their peoples. WASHINGTON (JTA) - Sudan will become the third... Friendship Circle has an open
house to welcome customers back. A steady stream of cars - 189 in the first hour alone - went through ... Metro Detroit-based matchmaker Lisa Chaben has created a personalized concierge service for people who want to connect with someone for a long-term relationship. Lisa Chaben has... Standard Club was a wellknown Jewish organization for almost 50 years, from 1934 to 1981. Recently, I wrote about several historical Jewish clubs... Daniel Shapiro tells JN how the WP's position on Israel would be different from Trump's. Joe Biden's presidency would treat Israel as a matter of... Wonder Bar enjoyed a beautiful reputation as one
of detroit's most cosmopolitan restaurants. Looking back to the future ... Wonderful Wonder Bar, and that ... Popular Metro Detroit-based matchmaker Lisa Chaben has created a personalized conciper service for people who want to connect with someone for a long-term relationship. Lisa Chaben has... Republican Ryan
Berman gives the background to the photos that prompted the accusations. Michigan State Representative Ryan Berman, who is Jewish, rebuked the backlash and recent... The closure of the JCC fitness part has had a huge impact on anyone who has ever walked in this part... In their roles, Matt Lester and Dennis
Bernard will work to meet the needs of the Jewish community in Detroit, and their assets will be secured. Na... Eliana's cake was made at Berkley High School I was looking for something fun to do during the COVID lock. Looking for something fun ... Kate Zenlea's Moderna trial is one of the highest registrations in the
country. By the time the COVID-19 pandemic hit America in January, Kate Zenlea... U-M President Schlissel performs the first search in the DJN archives, currently run by the Bentley Library. On Monday, November 5, the U-M Bentley Historical Library launched a new platform for the Detroit Jewish News Digital Archive,
a free, searchable database containing more than 100 years of digital copies of the Detroit Jewish Chronicle and Detroit Jewish News. President Mark Schlissel conducted a solemn first search, quoting Rabbi Abraham Joshua Heschel, who marched from Selma to Montgomery in 1968 with Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. and
said, I felt my legs pray. According to Bentley Director Terrence McDonald, digitization is important to bentley library's ongoing efforts to preserve the diverse history of both the university and the state of Michigan. Jewish News and the Jewish Chronicle have served as the premier voice of the Detroit community for
centuries, said McDonald. Its history is an important part of the ethnic mosaic, which is 20th-century Michigan. As part of our ongoing efforts to digitize, we are excited and pleased to retain and maintain public access to this wonderful archive. The digital archive was completed in collaboration with the U-M Library, which
has developed a software platform and maintains an infrastructure for handling and hosting content. The Detroit Jewish News Digital Archive will include every issue of the Detroit Jewish Chronicle (1916-51) and the Detroit Jewish News (1942-present). Researchers will be able to browse by date or use full-text search.
Visitors to the archive will be able to access it both through the U-M online database and via the DJN website as before. Bentley will add future news releases to the archive and will also capture content on the DJN website. Arthur Horwitz, editor-in-chief Jackie Headapohl | Detroit Jewish News' Arthur Horwitz, publisher
and editor-in-chief of the Detroit Jewish News and president of the Detroit Jewish News Foundation, says the archive will preserve the shared history of michigan's Jewish community. In an era of alternative facts and fake news, Horwitz said, the archive provides plenty of snapshots of events and activities that, when they
are interrelated, tell accurate stories about people, their families, their businesses, their ties to Jewish and general communities, and — whether it was the price of groceries at Dexter Davison Market or news headlines from Israel or Washington, D.C.— provide this information in the context of the era where they took
place. Horwitz started how to preserve and protect the protection of in 2002, when a fire destroyed djn offices in Southfield. No one was injured, and off-site backup business files made the next release just a day late, but related News volumes stored in the office suffered some smoke and water damage. When readers
learned of the fire, Horwitz was inundated with questions about what had happened to the newspaper archive. People across the community have expressed concern about how well we protect their history, their community history. In 2011, Horwitz helped launch the Detroit Jewish News Foundation, which in 2013
created William Davidson's Digital Archive of Jewish History. At a gala in May last year, it was announced that the archive would be rebuilt and transferred to Bentley's servers. The digital archive provides the story of our community, and the people and families that continue to shape it are always at your fingertips,
Horwitz said. The Story of Robert Havey Havey
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